2006 ford fusion engine replacement

I have a Ford Fusion with a 2. The car was well taken care of with regular oil changes etc. My
local mechanic says the supply of used engines for the Fusion is limited because of their
extremely high failure rate. He is a one man shop that has done 6 Fusion replacement overs the
past 2 weeks alone yet when I called Ford they claim there has not been unusual numbers of
engine failures reported. In spite of this, the Ford dealer mechanic refers to it as a throw away
engine. Are there others out there with this problem? The Fusion 4 cylinder is one of the more
reliable engines out there overall, as far as I can tell. How often were the oil changes done?
There has been discussion lately on these pages about the extended oil change intervals in
newer cars. Often the severe service oil changes are pretty long these days. Well, you see some
complaints in forumsâ€¦ of course if you do a search for fusion engine rod knock on google,
you find fewer hits than with the Camry. We have come a long way, 60 years ago someone
would have said " WOW, my engine lasted , miles. I looked at safercar. It is not a common
problem. Ken is a parts man at a Ford dealership, and if anyone would know about problems
with these engines, it would be Ken. Hopefully Ken will chime in on this issue. However,
whether this is a chronic problem or not, I seriously doubt if the OP can expect financial
assistance from the manufacturer for a problem with an engine that has k miles on it. Clarify the
part about well taken care of with regular oil changes by mentioning what regimen was used on
those oil changes as to time and miles. You might also let us know how often you raise the
hood and check the oil level. There are no known chronic problems with the 2. Several other
models use that engine as well, the Focus, Ranger, and Escape use it and none of those
vehicles have chronic engine problems either. Like littlemouse, I strongly doubt that he "has
done 6 Fusion replacement over the past 2 weeks alone ". This sounds like just so much
hyperboleâ€¦or BSâ€¦to me. As far as it being a 'throw-a-way" engine, today, most engines are
designed and built that way. VDCdriver - never underestimate what companies might do. No
engine defects. No history of many replacements at my Ford dealer, zero engine sales of that
four cylinder since the 06 inception of the fusion. Now the Albuquerque dealers may show a
different history as they cater to many more cars than me, but I have never heard talk of such
from my four corners vantage point. I have a very similar story. Oil changes every miles either at
dealership or certified mechanic. Drove home on a Saturday evening with no issue, started on
sunday with loud rod knock. If you truly look, car complaints. This same car had major
transmission issues within first miles. My family has always worked in Ford Dealerships and
supported Ford. We currently have between 4 family members, 5 super dutys, 2 focus, 1 escape,
and the fusion. After this, I will never buy another Ford light duty vehicle. I always thought my
Fords could compare, but was mistaken here. Is there a defect in the Ford Fusion engine? The
supply of used engines on such a new car probably has nothing to do with its reliability. I guess
I just got a bad one then. The defect may be in your mechanic, not in your engine. So how do
you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste
your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. Vehicle is hesitant to start and get up past 5 mph and engine light came on.
Took car to local pep boys where they placed it on engine machine. Per pep boy car through
throttle body stuck open code. Local dealer closed dropped car off for look over. Dealer
confirmed Monday that throttle body is stuck but state that this vehicle is not a part of current
throttle body recall The factory ignition coils began to short against the interior walls of the
engine head above the spark plugs. As they shorted it burn the power control module PCM.
With no PCM my spark plugs failed to light, causing my engine become flooded with gasoline,
which washed away the lubricants on my cylinder and heads causing all of my cylinders and
heads to become damaged. As this happened before I was able to pull over my engine shut off.
Causing me to lose power steering and all of the other electrical functioning components.
Luckily I was on a fairly quiet road and at somewhat low speeds, but for the many others that
have or could experience the same problem might not have been or be as lucky. The motor
mount and brackets broke as I drove on a local street at speed of 25 mph. It was the wrong
design for this vehicle but they installed it anyway. Search CarComplaints. Driving on interstate
5 evening commute, going up a hill when the engine lost power, reaching a maximum speed of
20mph with the accelerator pedal pressed down fully. The ESC light and a "wrench" light both
illuminated. Was able to safely exit the interstate and turned the car off. After a few minutes I
restarted with the aforementioned lights remaining off. Vehicle ran fine. Took it to the Ford
dealer the next day and was told the throttle body would have to be replaced, which I rejected at
the time. The vehicle ran fine until 1 day past a year from the first incident June 26, The same
thing happened twice, once at 60mph and again at 40mph. It occurred again on June 27, ,
however this time from a stop. I began to accelerate from the stop sign and barely made it
across the intersection. Each occurrence I turned the engine off and restarted, the vehicle ran

fine. I did a web search on the issue and found numerous other Ford owners are experiencing
the same thing with model years , and The contact owns a Ford Fusion. The contact stated that
while driving 60 mph, the vehicle stalled as the traction control warning light illuminated. The
contact coasted onto the shoulder and was able to restart the engine and resume normally. The
dealer performed a diagnostic which located the failure at the throttle. The vehicle was repaired.
The computer system and the throttle body was replaced. The manufacture was made aware of
the failure. The failure mileage was 90, and the current mileage was 97, The contact stated that
while traveling approximately 70 mph, the vehicle hesitated as the engine light illuminated. The
vehicle then stalled and failed to restart. The vehicle was taken to a private mechanic where it
was found that the main computer and ignition coil failed. The vehicle was being repaired. The
manufacturer was contacted about the failure. The failure mileage was approximately , Car
unexpectedly turns off when in motion usually after vehicle has been idle at a red light. Driving
with 20 month old child and 6 week old child when car began running rough and one of the
check engine lights came on. The car lost power, it would roughly increase speed slowly when I
stepped on the gas then suddenly it would speed up and smooth out a little, but was not
running normally. The air conditioning also began to lose power. Since this continued, I made
arrangement to borrow a car the same day as I felt this vehicle was unsafe to drive. Traveling
down busy local highway about 45mph in late rush hour traffic. The car suddenly began to run
very rough and then engine stalled. Check engine light came on. The car had to be maneuvered
to the side of the road with no power on very busy highway. There were a couple close calls but
no accident thankfully. The car was towed to a local dealer. The dealer indicates the power train
controller module PCM unit failed. This seems to be very common failure on these cars and it
can be dangerous. The contact stated that while driving approximately 25 mph, there was a
sudden loss of power as the check charging system warning light illuminated. The vehicle was
towed to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the PCM module, coils, spark plugs, and the
intake manifold gasket needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure.
The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure and current mileage was 84, The engine
thru a rod rite after warranty was expired. I always had the oil changed regular from a certified
mechanic and always had regular service as directed. They said no recall was in affect so they
did nothing. I worked for Ford and have always been a Ford owner, but since I could never get
my money back out of this vehicle with all I have invested in it I will probably never buy a Ford
again!!!! Now my transmission is shifting hard in 3rd gear. What a piece of [xxx]!!!!!!! My Ford
Fusion V6 sel has been slipping since 50, miles. I have had 2 minor transmission changes
within the past 3 years. Today me and my kids were driving about mph around town when the
transmission slipped. The car would not respond to accelerating on the gas pedal. I tried
placing the car into low gear, reverse with nothing happening. This was on a busy intersection,
the car final after forcing me and my kids to jerk forward started to work again. Each time I
stopped at a stop light the car took minutes to rise above 20 mph. I finally made it to my house
which has a small slant on the drive way and the car struggled just to make it in the garage. This
was the most embarrassing day of my life!!!! Being a Ford fan my whole life I must say if
nothing is done with this complaint I will no longer support Ford and will encourage other not to
as well. The next steps are to go to the Ford dealership and do a diagnostic. I may also try a
major transmission change, my fear would be to do a transmission change with zero confidence
that this will fix the problem!!! Ford must keep quality and safety in mind with every car they sell
especially a 1st generation model. The contact stated that the vehicle stalled without warning
while driving various speeds. The vehicle was towed to the dealer where it was found that the
engine coil wiring system had failed. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The
failure and current mileage was , The contact stated that while driving approximately 55 mph,
the engine warning indicator illuminated until the engine was turned off. There was also a
vibration in the steering wheel. The failure occurred five times. The vehicle was currently being
diagnosed by an independent mechanic. The manufacturer was not notified of the problem. The
approximate failure mileage was 79, The contact stated that while driving approximately 65 mph,
the vehicle suddenly lost power and the check engine warning light illuminated. The vehicle was
taken to the dealer where the failure was unable to be diagnosed. The approximate failure
mileage was 80, and the current mileage was 85, Error code for engine temperature being too
low. The cause is believed to be a thermostat stuck open. The fix is a replacement of the
thermostat and Ford must be aware of this problem as they have replaced the oem thermostat
with a higher temperature rated one. By looking at numerous automobile forums on the internet
this is a very common problem. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Our
mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified
mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. An
engine mount, made of rubber and steel, has two purposes. One, it secures the engine and

transmission to the frame of the car, and two, it absorbs the road shocks and engine vibrations
so that the driver does not feel any engine movement. Transmission mounts secure the
transmission. Most cars have multiple engine and transmission mounts. Whenever you notice
your engine behaving oddly, you should schedule an inspection. As soon as you notice your
engine vibrating, feeling clunky, or being noisy, schedule an inspection. Engine mounts hold
your engine and transmission in place. The mounts absorb the shocks of the road and the
vibration of the engine and transmission, and keep these two elements securely in place. This
can cause damage to any number of vehicle components, and will also make your ride much
rougher. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking.
Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Engine Mount. Keep in
mind: Do not drive your car for too long with broken engine or trans
2005 express 2500
how to fix wiper linkage
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mission mounts. It can cause severe damage to the axle shafts and transmission. Some engine
mounts contain oil that may leak if a mount is damaged. How it's done: Identify the broken
mount. Remove and replace the mount. Our recommendation: Whenever you notice your engine
behaving oddly, you should schedule an inspection. What common symptoms indicate you may
need to replace the Engine Mount? Engine or transmission movement, with bumping or
clunking noises. Loud noise when you put the car in gear. Vibration when accelerating or
driving uphill. You will feel a movement in the engine compartment when driving the car. Oil
leaking from damaged mount only in case of fluid filled mounts. How important is this service?
Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Ford Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our
expert Ford mechanics Real customer reviews from Ford owners like you. Excellent Rating.
Rating Summary. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Engine or Transmission Mount
Replacement.

